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Pound: Knowing that you were a private

investigator, was there ever any point

where you had occasion to pee in a bottle?

Errol Morris: N---

Now, let’s back it up just a little bit. That’s

not the type of question you ask of a for-

mer private investigator, former door-to-

door cable salesman, grad-school dropout,

Guggenheim Fellowship award winner, and

winning documentary maker whose films

receive critical acclaim.

You don’t ask that kind of question of a

man who’s just released the sweeping and

profoundly disturbing documentary The

Fog of War: Eleven Lessons from the Life of

Robert S. McNamara, essentially hours of

conversation with the former U.S. Secretary

of Defence, Robert S. McNamara.

But you ask it anyways. At the end of the

interview, because sometimes… 

It’s Either You Laugh or You Cry

McNamara was by all accounts an exceed-

ingly smart guy who was lured away from a

lucrative career as the first non-family

member President of Ford Motor Company

in December of 1960 (after having the post

for a month), in order to become Secretary

of Defense of the United States of America.

President John F. Kennedy’s request was

met with initial resistance, but McNamara

went at it with the same gusto that saw his

successful rise at Ford and his previous

work as one of the founding faculty mem-

bers of the U.S. Air Corps Statistical Control

School. 

In short, McNamara was a key U.S. military

leader for both World War II (providing effi-

ciency studies which led to the hyper-accu-

rate firebombing of Japan and the death of

some 350,000 civilians)  and the Vietnam

War (providing recommendations and sup-

port to both Kennedy and President

Johnson that did, and didn’t, keep the war

moving), and, perhaps just as importantly,

he grew up during the Great Depression.

To contextualize, McNamara is yesteryear’s

Donald Rumsfeld. So yes, you probably

wouldn’t like McNamara. Neither, it should

be noted, did The Fog of War director Errol

Morris. As a student, Morris protested the

Vietnam War, albeit after McNamara was

given a medal and the boot by President

Johnson.

The What

The Fog of War isn’t strictly a biography

and it’s not strictly a historical piece. And in

the hands of most directors, this would

spell trouble, as it seems to break the

basic rule of any essay or story: keep it

tight and focused. Like a T.A. (who dressed

in black from his turtleneck to his jeans

and had an allergy to sunlight) once told

me, you can’t save the world with one

piece. Morris though, keeps the camera on

McNamara, McNamara keeps his eyes on

the audience, and in talking asks questions

we probably don’t want to hear, never mind

think about. 

While there’s some archival footage and a

soundtrack by Phillip Glass, Morris does

not: a) ambush geriatrics or b) conduct

fawning interviews with supposedly cool

rockstars for their authoritative and inartic-

ulate input. Morris loses hip points by

focusssing on McNamara, and, surprise,

surprise, his movie is better and more

credible for it. 

Books Not Jooks

This isn’t The Trial of Henry Kissinger.

McNamara’s a different breed of political

animal, though people still want his blood.

“Certainly many people of my generation

feel that they have to respond to the ques-

tion:  ‘Is McNamara a good guy or a bad

guy?’” Morris says.  “They see the movie

somehow as a referendum on McNamara

and I see the movie differently. I see it as

an essay on self-deception, error, wishful

thinking and war.”

McNamara’s no Kissinger, not role-wise, not

in terms of the figure he cuts, and certainly

not in terms of his writing. While Kissinger

held the reigns of power in a lot of

respects, McNamara was one man with

power in one department. Morris, a compul-

sive reader, was captivated by McNamara’s

In Retrospect, a feeling that has eluded

anyone brave enough to attempt to read

anything by Kissinger. “I have a theory

about Kissinger’s books as well,” Morris
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says. “It’s hard for me to believe that peo-

ple actually read them. They are so boring,

they’re like somebody handing you the lit-

erary equivalent of a brick.” 

Morris’ aforementioned theory — of which

he has many — is the “The Intentionally

Obtuse Strategy,” which he explains as, “I

will make myself so obtuse, so boring, that

people will not be able to say anything.”

And this certainly isn’t McNamara’s strategy,

which is fortunate as his time onscreen is

significant. The man — his once confident

aura and cemented-into-place hair undone

by the effects of time, his pate looking par-

ticularly vulnerable, perhaps even liver-

spotted — is very watchable. Stare at his

eyes long enough — them staring back at

you, unblinking and occasionally water-

rimmed with weight — and you’ll be haunt-

ed. 

McNamara isn’t a cowboy, and while he

never apologizes — not in The Fog of War

and not, as many thought, with In

Retrospect — his memory and recall are

decidedly sober. And sobering.

I Don’t Know if I Know Her

History, you see, is a funny creature. You

think you know her at the time, and then

she proves to be something completely dif-

ferent. For example, I always felt that if any-

one out of the Leaders of the New School

was gonna go solo and blow up it’d be

Charlie Brown. Busta blew up and I was

dead wrong. So while all the signs point in

one direction, they don’t necessarily mean

a thing. I can live with being wrong about

Busta, but if you’re the Secretary of

Defense, can you live with being wrong and

that error costing the lives of hundreds of

thousands of civilians? And, if you can, are

you a demonic bad guy? Is that evil or

exceedingly human?

Given what we learn years after the fact

(aiight, sometimes months – Iraq, WMD)

about what we thought we knew, our skep-

ticism is valid, though the retreat into

unproductive too-coolisms is not. “I think

that one of the most powerful tools that we

have is skepticism,” says Morris. It’s proven

true in his case, winning the freedom of the

subject in his early documentary, The Thin

Blue Line, and putting the right guy behind

bars. That said, “Do we have certain knowl-

edge about the world?” Morris asks. “No we

don’t. Does that mean that there’s no such

thing as truth? No, it doesn’t. We endeavour

to uncover the world the way it really is.”

Truth

War, as the title of Morris’ documentary

reads, is a fog. During the Cuban Missile

Crisis, despite the umbrella term “Cold

War,” things got mad hot. While the CIA was

reporting that nuclear warheads were on

their way to Cuba from the Soviet Union,

the President’s office was thick with the

sour sweat of men weighing what might

become of the world. With U.S. Air Force

Chief of Staff Curtis LeMay wanting to wipe

Cuba off the face of the map, and others

pushing for caution and restraint, and still

others questioning differing cables from

Russia, it wasn’t a time for too-cool dis-

missals of options. 

While calmer heads prevailed, putting a

blockade into place, the truth of it all didn’t

become known until 1992. Speaking with

Fidel Castro, McNamara learned the block-

ade was useless — Cuba did have 162

nuclear warheads and Castro was

absolutely ready to use them. “At the end

we lucked out, it was luck that prevented

nuclear war. Rational individuals,”

McNamara says, staring incredulously into

the camera, closing his thumb and forefin-

ger, leaving perhaps enough room for a

smoke, “came that close to total destruc-

tion of their societies,” which is the film’s

Lesson # 2: “Rationality Will Not Save Us.”

Peace then, is the absence of war and its

fog. Has this planet, in the short time it’s

spent hurdling through the cosmos whilst

its inhabitants scurry ’round killing time,

ever known peace? 

“To say that human beings are fallible, I

don’t believe is cynical, correct me if I’m

wrong,” Morris says. “I think it’s self-evident.

I think that we have — and I include myself

by the way — an endless capacity for

denial and self-deception. I once

expressed my theory of language:

Language was invented so we could lie

more effectively. Lie to ourselves and to

others. If you can’t lie effectively to yourself,

who can you lie to?” What are the lies we

tell ourselves? What are the truths we

ignore ’cause they don’t fit our stance, our

ideology, our lifestyle? From self to society,

fallible human beings. Peace, you say?

Giving peace a chance, of course, is a sim-

plistic little jingle that any jackass will

agree with. But when push comes to shove,

do we want to look at ourselves? Look at

our countries — every country looking at

themselves? Let’s be real…

“The major lesson of the Cuban missile cri-

sis is this,” McNamara says, “the indefinite

combination of human fallibility and nuclear

weapons will destroy nations. Is it right and

proper that today there are 7,500 strategic

offensive weapons warheads, of which

2,500 are on 15-minute alert to be launched

by the decision of one human being?”

In asking this, McNamara’s not some

gloomy, guilt-filled Gus striking out at any-

body in power, so filled with shame and

remorse that he must absolve himself

somehow by flinging accusations like a

monkey does shit. That’d be too easy. And

if you want him to apologize, get down on

his knees, wringing his hands in shame,

well, that too will not happen. “McNamara is

a person,” says Morris, “who has gone back

obsessively over the past and he’s doing it

for a reason. I would submit that that rea-

son, among other things, involves guilt. It

certainly couldn’t be otherwise.”

Honesty is Such a Lonely Word

“Any military commander, if he’s honest with

himself over those he’s speaking to, will

admit that he has made mistakes in the

application of military power,” McNamara
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says. “He’s killed people unnecessarily, his

own troops or other troops, through mis-

takes, through errors of judgement. A hun-

dred or a thousand or tens of thousands,

maybe even a hundred thousand.” 

So McNamara rides the thin line between

truth and fog as he sorts through his mem-

ories, his involvements in world affairs in

which, y’know, hundreds of thousands died.

“LeMay said if we’d lost the war we’d all be

prosecuted as war criminals,” McNamara

says. “He’s right. He and I’d say we were

behaving as war criminals. What makes it

immoral if you lose and not immoral if you

win?”

Lesson # 11 in The Fog of War is “You can’t

change human nature.” You need to define

human nature for yourself (please don’t

allow your personal history — or humani-

ty’s, for that matter — to get in the way).

“Regardless of what you feel about

McNamara, there is material in this movie

that is extremely important to think about,”

Morris says. “For a person of my persua-

sions, the idea that the world really is out

of control, that we have these illusions that

we know what we’re doing and they are

exactly that — illusions. When I think of

McNamara’s stories, his lessons, his moral

examples, it’s replete, this movie, with con-

fusion, error, mistakes.” Cancel your gi-nor-

mous conspiracy theory now, por favor. 

“The truth is not subjective and my recur-

ring theme, true in The Thin Blue Line, true

in Mr. Death, true in Fog of War, it’s not that

truth is unknowable, it’s that we have a

vested interest, often, in not knowing it,”

and like the film itself, this applies to ideo-

logues of every stripe.

Now, what makes The Fog of War relevant

to today’s climate is not that it tries to draw

direct connections between the conflicts

McNamara was intimately involved in, it’s

that it doesn’t give simple and insulting

(read: comforting) answers to complex

questions. It asks questions and asks the

viewer to continue asking questions. 

This is the beauty of this Errol Morris doc:

you watch it and you think. You think

because it asks you questions and doesn’t

give you simple little catch-phrase answers,

summing up all of history in an hour and a

half.

And it’s above the quaint ideas of ideolo-

gies. Why? Because it’s the pursuit of truth

and as such, it’s open to be stolen, twisted,

loved or hated by either side. And that’s an

epic achievement for 106 minutes of cellu-

loid, especially considering that he didn’t

completely ruin what should be a moot

point as other more portly Pop-doc makers

have.

Somebody notify Naomi Klein, Errol
Morris makes Commercials!!!

Once you start breathing and living, you’re

part of the world, part of humanity, and

you’re always adding to and subtracting

from. Maybe you’re a nice guy and work for

the UN and you go somewhere to “help

out,” but all you manage to do is drive up

the rent in the Third World city you’re work-

ing in and drive people into more shacks.

Because yes, doing good, living, is compli-

cated.

For that we can forgive Morris his career in

commercials. See, when he’s not asking big

questions, he’s carrying the message of

brands like Nike to the people. That’s how

he makes the documentaries happen. “I

could I suppose make the justification —

which is true, by the way — that I couldn’t

do this other work without my commercial

work. It is true. I paid myself no money for

The Fog of War and lost a considerable

amount of money. And I was in a position to

lose a considerable amount of money

because I have an income separate from

my documentaries. My documentaries have

been a way to lose money, not to make

money.” 

So no, Errol Morris isn’t making a mint writ-

ing coy little books, presenting himself as a

disheveled everyman while he shovels his

loot, he’s not appearing on camera and

he’s not passing off witty remarks as seri-

ous intellectual thought which is in turn

gobbled up by the masses who quote him

like he wrote a sacred text.

He Laughs Because He’s Heard the
Terrible Truth

Morris, it should be noted, apparently isn’t

known for his skills as a personality. As

Harvey Weinstein of Miramax Films (Morris’

distributor for The Thin Blue Line) noted in

a fax to Morris (posted on his website), “If

you continue to be boring I will hire an

actor to pretend he’s Errol Morris.”

Morris doesn’t show up on camera in the

The Fog of War, doesn’t clown or make

witty remarks. The most we get out of him

is hearing him just squawk questioningly in

a decidedly non-Mike Wallace way, “Didn’t

we invade Cuba?” gently reminding

McNamara of that small fact. Morris’ lack of

presence is what lends the ideas and

questions their resolution, credibility and

yes, weight. 

Heady insights and the pondering of

weighty issues, as opposed to being

weighty and witty on camera, are probably
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not the kind of things that’ll change Mr. Weinstein’s mind ’bout

Errol Morris. To that end, we’re proud to report, as this snippet of

our Q&A shows, that Mr. Morris — when not reading probability

and statistics, game theory, decision theory, Harpers, Atlantic

Monthly or the New Yorker — is a dude with personality. Having

a brain and mulling the bigger questions in life are no excuse

not to be personable — it actually makes a sense of humour a

requirement.

Pound: Knowing that you were a private investigator, was there

ever any point where you had occasion to pee into a bottle?

Morris: No. Probably metaphorically.

Pound: That’s a good answer, I was actually going to open with

that question but I figured I’d actually like to interview

you…(pregnant pause)

Morris: I should say that one of the things that I’m most proud

of is urine retention. 

Pound: Sincerely?

Morris: Sincerely, would I joke about something like that?

Pound: Well, I don’t know, maybe you’re a serious documentary

filmmaker who probes the ambiguities of human nature.

Morris: Emphasis on probe…

Pound: And now you gotta let your hair down occasionally and

say, ‘Hey, I held my pee for 13 hours yesterday.’

Morris: I’ve been complaining that the company that represents

me for commercials fails repeatedly to get me incontinence

commercials, erectile dysfunction, constipation and diarrhea and

I think, ‘Hey, what’s wrong with me? How come I can’t get that

kind of work?’

Pound: Well, what’s your record for urine retention, if you’re such

a big shot with that?

Morris: You know, I can’t really tell you but… I used to say to my

cameraman, who’s repeatedly going to the bathroom, “Weak

bladder, weak photography.”
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